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To Whom It May Concern:
My name is Stephanie Daniel and I am writing this letter as my
parents are Terry and Kimberly Newton, who live at 2589 Blue
Bird Rd, where the tower that Tillman Infrastructure has
proposed a 100 X 100 lot to build a monopole to service the area
of Rough River. After watching the meeting that was recorded at
Rough River State Park Lodge to prevent the tower from being
placed in the location that has been proposed, I wanted to write
voicing my thoughts as I was not able to attend due to work. The
reasoning being that myself, my 3 sisters and all of our children
are left the property when our parents are no longer with us and
we intend to keep said property in our family for many years to
come. I wish to state that the Nicolai family’s main concern is
that it will devalue there home, property, and business. I wish to
state that I see there concerns but many things can devalue the
price of there property. The Economy is the main reason and that
is something no one can have control over. There is no way to
tell what can affect their value of their home as no one can
predict what the future holds. If anything the tower would allow
them to have access to more educational resources for their
children, as they are homeschooled and benefit with running
there farm on many social websites. The safety of their children
should be their main concern. The tower will allow them to be
able to call for help when they need it. The Nicolai’s’ have
contacted Kim and Terry to have them check there cameras
while Kim and Terry were out town to check if there children
were over at there home when they couldn’t locate them and
thankfully they were able to access them with as weak as the
service was. Unfortunately, they are not satisfied with the
location but after many evaluations from Tiliman Infrastructure
this was going to be the best location to service many people
without hurting any trees in the process. The driveway up to the
tower has it’s own accessible drive that is connected to the
Newton’s property and it will not touch the Nicolai’s property. I
believe the value of there property will have no more affect then
the everyday economy. Their entire family, as well as many
other families and business owners will receive way more
benefits by having the tower then to not having one at all. I



would also wish to state that we have better service in our area
with AT&T then we do with any other cell service so our parents
have to be able to get in touch with us and our extended family
making it to where we have to have them as a cell phone
provider. Unfortunately you cannot please everyone but you can
prevent many of individuals from having bad outcomes in an
emergency situation. Lives matter more than the value of a piece
of dirt.

Thank you for your time,

Stephanie Daniel
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